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Every classroom is different. Kiddom is flexible by design. Everything you need to
customize Kiddom can be done from your class settings.

You can also edit your
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   C- Avatar
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You can edit the title, grade level(s), and 
subject(s) of your class.

Add new standards (national or state) and 
create custom standards. Would you like to 
track IEPs or Social Emotional Learning? This 
is where those changes are made.

Enable one of our preset rubrics or create your 
own custom rubric to assess your students. 
Our rubrics can be copied and edited, also!

Choose types of assignments for your class. 
Even more options are on the way!

Here you can edit grading to reflect mastery, 
percentage, letter grades, or points. Adjust the 
weighting method to fit your grading style. 

Rosters never stay the same. Manage students 
by sending the Class Code, importing from 
Google, or copying from another class.

Access short tutorials and professional development resources: www.kiddom.co/resources
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Here are some helpful tips to start the school year strong.

     Add a New Assignment     
     - Click section 2 to add your first 
       assignment to your Timeline.
     - Utilize Kiddom’s vast Library of 
       content or add your own assignment 
       from Google Drive or a computer file. 
       Is there another site you want to 
       send your students to? Link it in the 
       assignment for student to click on. 
       Or, simply create an assignment with 
       no attached content if you want to 
       simply input grades for students.

     Invite Your Students     
     - Click section 3 to add students. 
       Choose to either copy/paste your 
       roster or import students from your 
       Google contacts. Ofcourse, you can 
       add students the old-fashioned way by typing one at a time.

First Days of School

Class Setup
    Name your class.    
    Choose the grade and subject.
       - Tip: You can create interdisciplinary and self-contained classes. 
       - Pick from national, state, or social emotional learning (SEL) standards. 
       - You can add your own custom competencies to track student progress.    
    Add additional classes by going “home” and clicking: “Add New Class.”
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2 Getting Started-

Access short tutorials and professional development resources: www.kiddom.co/resources



When students sign up, they can track their own progress and and access all of their
assignments from one place. Students sign up from www.kiddom.co
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Teacher Guide

Onboarding Students

Student Guide

Jordan is requesting to 
join English class

Sam is requesting to 
join Math class

Click the checkmark to 
accept a student into 
your class.  

Sign Up.
   - www.kiddom.co 
   - Enter your name, username 
     or email address, and 
     password easily remembered.

Access short tutorials and professional development resources: www.kiddom.co/resources
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Data-Informed Gradebook

 

Creating Assignments
        Add assignments from a computer file or your Google drive, access available straight 
         from your Kiddom dashboard.
         Or you can create an assignment with zero content attached for pure grading purposes. 

Aligning Standards
        Determine which standards to assess.
         Choose from national or state standards, custom competencies, or social emotional 
         learning (SEL) standards.

Differentiate
        You can assess students whole-group or individually. Select groups in need of 
         remediation or enrichment.

Grading
        On your Timeline, you can view all past and upcoming assignments. 
         Click the assignment to manually enter a student score.
         Leave feedback or comments for your student’s assignment here.

Points or Rubric?
        Assess student mastery with points, a rubric, or no grade at all. 
         Add preset rubrics or add custom rubrics to make grading faster.

What’s next?
        View beautiful graphs and data in Reports, chosen at the top of the platform. 
         Download automatic progress pages for students and parents.

Easily align assignments to standards and track student progress over time
using beautiful, actionable reports.

Jordan Feldstein

Mick Hussey

Dwayne Johnson

Tom Cruise

Access short tutorials and professional development resources: www.kiddom.co/resources



Options for Assessment

Find K-12 Content Using Kiddom’s Library Seamlessly Connect to Google Drive
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Search by grade level, keyword, subject, and 
assignment type (CK-12, Khan Academy,
Common Lit, with more on the way).  

Preview an assignment to see if it’s a good fit 
for your students. 

Align standards of your choice to the 
assignment. Standards are sometimes 
recommended or can be filtered by strand.

Send the assignment to your whole class or 
choose groups and individuals.  
 

Tips: To modify student assignments and view progress, go to the newly made Kiddom 
folder in your drive to make edits!

Need additional questions answered? Check out our help desk at support.kiddom.co. 
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Add content to your class by enabling your 
Google Drive or uploading a file from your 
computer.

Once a document is attached from Google 
Drive, a unique copy is automatically made for 
each assigned student. 

Students will be able to access the Google  
document or the file from their student 
dashboard.

Access short tutorials and professional development resources: www.kiddom.co/resources


